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Minecraft users don't like being told what they can and can't build in their block, a virtual sandbox. Currently the best-selling game of all time, the likely hit title isn't going anywhere anytime soon. It's as strange as it is addictive, with a multiplayer Minecraft game and the ability to create your own Minecraft
server, it's a great game to play with friends/Fortunately, the generous Minecraft community has been churning out a fair share of mods since the game's release in 2009, although with levels of complexity increasing admiration like Lego with each passing update. And thanks to a bunch of custom build
mod launchers, it's never been easier to start using them. Here's our guide to how to install Minecraft mods for every single platform – whether it's a full-blow job on your PC or a simple expansion pack for console players, we'll show you how to get the job done. We also found the best Minecraft mods to
install now. [Author's note: This is an overview of how to install Minecraft mods, not a comprehensive guide. Installing Minecraft mods on Windows and Mac has several different ways to get mods running with Minecraft, but the easiest and most popular method requires an application called Forge. Here's
how it works: Step 1: Go to the official Forge website and download the recommended version of the software. You can also install the latest version of Forge, but it could be some unresolved bugs that will affect your ability to properly run some mods. Step 2: Download the mods you want to install from a
trusted source. CurseForge is a popular location with hundreds of great fads to choose from. However, not all mods are compatible with all versions of Minecraft, or even with Forge. Be sure to explore the specific mod you are interested in to find out if it is compatible with your software. Step 3 (Windows):
Create the Mods folder in the .minecraft guide. Here's the destination address: C:Users[yourname]AppDataRoaming.minecraft If the AppData folder isn't visible in File Explorer, click View at the top of the app, and then highlight hidden items. If this is your first mod, there is no mods folder inside the
.minecraft folder. With the .minecraft folder open, right-click inside File Explorer and select New followed by a folder on the pop-up menu. Name the Mods folder. Step 3 (Mac): Create the Mods folder in the minecraft guide. Here's the destination address: ~/Library/Application Support/minecraft You can
quickly access this folder by using the command + Shift + G keyboard shortcut. Open application support followed by minecraft afterwards. Then, right-click inside this folder, select a new folder on the pop-up menu, and name it Step 4: Move the downloaded mod into the Mods folder. Step 5: Run
Minecraft, but first make sure your Forge account is active. If you don't, your mods won't load properly. That's it, that's it. As we mentioned, there are a few more mod launchers online besides Forge — such as LiteLoader — so you can always shop around if you don't like everything it has to offer.
However, it is the most popular for a reason, and most new mods are usually compatible with the software. Installing Minecraft mods on consoles and Windows 10 (app) Unfortunately, mods don't technically exist for Minecraft on Xbox One and PlayStation 4. Instead, players have access to add-ons.
Unlike mods, these extensions aren't free and largely limited compared to computer mods. However, they are still better than nothing, and are very easy to install. Step 1: Run Minecraft on your console and select Marketplace from the main menu. Step 2: Choose a leather pack, world, texture pack or
mash-up package. Step 3: Use Minecoins or a credit card to purchase the add-on. Installing Minecraft mods on iOS and real Android mods are not possible with handheld versions of Minecraft, just like with consoles. Fortunately, there are the third-party application extensions for Minecraft, BlockLauncher,
and mods for Minecraft to help you get the mods you want. Check out how it works: Android only step 1: Install BlockLauncher from google play store. This custom launcher is for loading mods. Step 2: Follow the instructions listed by BlockLauncher to configure the software for your specific device. Step 3:
Install mods for Minecraft PE from the Google Play Store. This tool downloads and installs mods. Step 4: Search or browse hundreds of mods until you find one you like. Step 5: Click the Install button and it should automatically apply to your game. iOS and Android Step 1: Install add-ons for Minecraft from
the App Store or Google Play Store. Step 2: Follow the on-screen instructions to select and install add-ons. Today, it's easier than ever to mod your Minecraft game. All the sweet new content available is worth a few minutes to your time because we are positive to have at least one that you definitely like.
Recommendations for editors on PC or Mac, download and install Minecraft Forge, then download mod and place it into your Minecraft folder. On other platforms, mods are called extensions, which can be purchased from in-game stores. Just download Minecraft mods from trusted sources like The
Minecraft Forum where mod creators upload their mods. This article explains how to get Minecraft mods on your computer and Mac. Instructions apply to the original Java version and the Rock edition of Minecraft. The basic steps involved in installing Minecraft mods, if you're playing the original Java
version on a PC or Mac, are: Download and install Minecraft Forge (if you don't already have it). Download Minecraft Mode from a trusted source. Place mod into your Minecraft folder. Minecraft launch You'd normally do that. If you play Minecraft on another platform, like Xbox One, then mods, skins, map
packs and other add-ons are referred to as all extensions. On these platforms, the process is even easier: launching Minecraft. Click Shop. Click the add-on that you want. Extras are not free. If you are playing Minecraft on a platform that uses extensions instead of mods, there is no way to install free
mods. Click Unlock to purchase the add-on. Mod is short for mod change, so the Minecraft mod is basically just something that changes everything minecraft from its original state to another mode. Mods can add new recipes to design, add or change creatures in the game, and change the way the game
plays in even more drastic ways. Other mods are working behind the scenes to make the game run better, look better, or even add new features like VR support. Even Minecraft mods as simple as the OzoCraft texture pack can dramatically change the look and feel of the game. CC0 1.0 While it is
possible to play without any mods, installing mods can breathe new life into the game and make it much more fun to play. Before you go looking for mod install, it is important to understand that there are two different versions of Minecraft, and each version handles mods in its own way. The original version
is now called Minecraft: Java Edition, and you can play it on Windows, Mac and Linux computers. Mods are available and free, so finding and installing good PCs can be tricky. The newer version is simply called Minecraft. It's available on Windows 10, Xbox One, mobile phones and tablets and other
platforms. This version of the game allows you to play with people on different platforms. For example, you can play on your Xbox while a friend plays on their iPhone. Mods designed for the Java version will not work with this new version. Choosing a minecraft mod is a matter of personal preference, since
it really depends on what you want to change about Minecraft. If you are brand new to modding, then the best place to start is to check out the list of the best available Minecraft mods, or visit a reputable source for mods. Choosing a Minecraft mod can be difficult, since there are so many out there. CC0
1.0 The best way to understand what Minecraft mod download and install is to ask yourself some questions: What would you like to add or change about Minecraft? Are you interested in 3G cosmetic changes only, or do you want big changes in games? Do you just want new recipes to design, or do you
want to experience a whole new adventure or a new world? Since the pool of mods to choose from is so massive, there's a good chance that if you think about something you want to do with Minecraft, you'll find a mod that can help. Another great way to choose a Minecraft mod is to check out YouTube
videos. There are lots of popular Minecraft YouTubers that check out different mods, so this is an easy way to see what looks like fun. The only thing Keep in mind when choosing a Minecraft mod is that when Minecraft is updated, it can break older mods. So be sure to choose a mod that is compatible
with the version of Minecraft that you have installed. Downloading Minecraft mods is very easy, and there are a number of relatively safe sources to find mods. Some modders have web pages where you can download mod directly from the source, but it can be difficult to tell if such a personal site is safe.
The safest way to download Minecraft mods is to visit a location where creators upload their own mods. Screenshot. The safest way to download Minecraft Mods is to go to a source like the Minecraft Forum where mod creators upload their mods. The flip side of this is that you have to avoid locations
where people have uploaded mods that they haven't created, since there's no way of knowing if the files have been changed. Downloading the Minecraft mod is as simple as locating the mod you want on one of these sources and downloading the mod file. mod will then be saved on your computer, and
you will not be able to install it. There are many different ways to install Minecraft mods, but the most popular is a program called Forge. This method requires you to download and install Forge, and it is not compatible with any mods, but it is very easy. Once you have Forge installed, here is how to use it
to install Minecraft mod: Minecraft backup files before installing any mod. Mods are usually harmless, and you can usually just delete them if they don't work the way you expected or you just don't want them anymore. However, there is always a chance that something could go wrong. With this in mind, it's
a good idea to make a copy of your Minecraft .jar, or the entire folder, before proceeding. Locate the mod you downloaded, or download a new mode. If you downloaded a new mod, be sure to choose one that is compatible with your versions of Minecraft and Forge. Locate the folder on your computer that
contains Minecraft. In Windows: Select Run from the Start menu, paste %appdata%\.minecraft\ into the blank field and click Run.On Mac: Open The Searcher, hold down Alt, and then click Library &gt; on the top menu bar. Then open app support and look for Minecraft there. Copy the .jar .zip mod of
module from the first step into the Mods subfolder within the Minecraft folder that you located in the second step. Run Minecraft, make sure the fake profile is active, and click Run. Click the Mods button to verify that the mod has been installed correctly. Forge is an easy and very common method used to
install Minecraft mods. If the mod does not install, make sure that it is compatible with your versions of Forge and Minecraft. There are also cases where one mod can prevent another mod from working. Mods for a non-Java version of Minecraft are called add-ons, and they're not free. You buy them from
the Minecraft store, where you can access from within the game. There aren't that many. Available as having mods for the original Java version of Minecraft, but you can find leather packs, texture packs, worlds, and what Microsoft calls mashups in store. If these terms are unfamiliar, they are actually quite
easy to understand: skins: change the appearance of your character. Textures: Change the look of the world by making blocks and creatures look different. Worlds: Add custom worlds to play in and can also change the game as a real mod. Mashups: Include a mixture of skins, textures, and worlds in a
themed package. Because the add-in ecosystem is closed, the process of receiving add-ins is much simpler and safer than getting mods for a Java version. It's not free, but it's all done out of Minecraft itself. Installing mods on Windows 10, Mobile, and Xbox One versions of Minecraft is easy, but it's not
free. Screenshots launch Minecraft on a platform that got the better update together (Windows 10, Xbox One, iOS, Android, etc.) click on the Store. Locate the desired skin pack, texture pack, world or mashup. Click Unlock. Click + in the upper-right corner of the screen to purchase Minecoins if you don't
have enough. You will also receive the request to purchase Minecoins after clicking Unlock if you do not have enough. The extension will be installed automatically. While Minecraft mods are generally quite safe, there are always risks involved in downloading and installing files you find online. Some of the
most important concerns are: mod itself may contain malware, spyware, or virus. The site from which you download mod may be infected or can be a malicious site that intentionally infects your computer. Mod may or may not contain inappropriate content as advertised. Mod may destroy your Minecraft
game through unexpected interaction between game files. Most of these potential problems can only be avoided by downloading Minecraft mods from reputable sources. If the mod is well known, the creator of the mod has an official site, so this is always the safest place to download from. If you are not
sure if the mod is safe, then looking at a site like the Minecraft Forum is usually the best option. This allows you to take advantage of the knowledge and experience of the Minecraft community, but there are still some important things to keep in mind: avoid downloading fads posted by brand new forum
accounts. Avoid downloading unsalted mods. Look for mods that have been around for some time and have a variety of positive comments without comments indicating the presence of a virus, malware, or inappropriate content. Some good resources for finding minecraft mods are safe including: Minecraft
ForumPlanet MinecraftCurse Forge If you find a Minecraft mod site that you are not sure about, check out this list of unsafe and illegal mod sites on Github. The list isn't exhaustive, but if a site appears on it, you're better off To the mod you want elsewhere. Another good idea is to search for videos on
YouTube before you download a mod. This allows you to see what the mod looks like in action, check that there is no inappropriate content, and also make sure that the mod is actually real. Thank you for letting us know! Tell us why! Why!
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